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1. INTRODUCTION

A computer program known as EWE (Elastic Wave Equations) has been

developed at AECL Research. This program simulates the

propagation of elastic waves, sound for example, in solids and

liquids. EWE has been applied to ultrasonic testing to improve

understanding and to develop new capabilities. The basis of the

mathematical model and an early computer implementation were

produced by D.B. Duncan, following a suggestion of C.A. Kittmer.

We have continued development of the model since Duncan left AECL

in 1986.

Ultrasonic testing, although conceptually simple, produces many

interesting and confusing results. EWE solves numerically the

fundamental equations governing the motion of sound in a solid or

a liquid. It produces "wave displays" that show what is happening

inside a sample during an ultrasonic inspection and produces

numerical A-scans that simulate the output of an ultrasonic

instrument, it does not depend upon presuppositions of how waves

interact with defects and boundaries. Furthermore, it models the

pulsed waves used in ultrasonic testing instead of geometrical

rays or plane waves.

As modelled by EWE, a numerically-generated pulse of sound will

propagate through a bounded region that contains areas with

different material properties and defects of different types. The

wave will undergo reflections, diffractions, refractions, mode

conversions, and other wave phenomena resulting in many

interfering waves. These waves can then be "measured" by a

numerical A-scan.

Simulations can be performed with no defect, different-sized

defects and different types of defects. The wave fields and



numerical A-scans can be compared to gain insight into hov to

interpret inspection results and how to improve inspection

techniques. Signal processing methods can be appliad to the

numerical A-scans to evaluate these techniques on "ideal" data.

2. THE ELASTIC WAVE EQUATIONS

We derive the elastic wave equations for an isotropic, uniform

solid. These equations describe the fundamental physical

behaviour of sound in solids and apply when the wavelength of the

sound is far longer than the spacing between the atoms in the

solid, which is always the case. The derivation is quite

leisurely because it is important for the reader to develop a

mental picture of the wave fields of sound.

Consider first a region of a solid away from any boundaries.

Suppose that the region is quiet; no sound exists within the

region. Then each point in the region can be fixed as a poir.-t-

-, >:,i>,z) referred to an orthonormal set of axes (x,y,z) about an

origin. Both the origin and the axes are fixed in time and space,

['•rie position of each atom in the quiet solid is said to be its

•'. -£..; .13. ibrium position. The introduction of sound into the region

causes the atoms to move and a given atom in the solid moves from

.;••.•••.--; it ion (x,y,z) to position (x+u,y+v, z+w) relative to the fixed

--ix.es. Notice that the underlying axes remain fixed but the solid

y-Kiium itself moves. Once this fact is kept in mind, most of the

conceptual pitfalls in learning this subject disappear. The sound

is the motion of the solid medium. A set of axes (x',y',z') tied

co the medium will be distorted in orientation and in length. The

new axes may be written in terms of the old axes:

x' = (1+c ) x + e y + e z)
xx

V' = c x + (1+c ) y + e z
1 yx yy' yz.



(1) z' = e x + c y + (1+e ) z
v ' zx zy •* zz'

The dimensionless quantities e define the deformation. The new

axes will not necessarily be of unit length, nor will they remain

at right angles to each other. However, the values or readings

(x,y,z) on the original axes will still be the values on the new

axes. Thus the displacement of the deformation is:

x(x'-x) + y(y'-y) + z(z'-z)

= (xe +ye +ze )x + (xe +yt
xx yx zx xy

(2) s u(x,y,z)x + v(x,y,z)y + w(x,y,z)z

= (xe +ye +ze )x + (XE +ye +ze )y + (xc +ye +ZE ) Z
v xx J yx zx' x xy J yy sy xz •" yz zz'

Expanding (u,v,w) in a Taylor series about zero for small

quantities c yields the definitions:

c
XX

C
xy

e
xz

3u
ax
3v
ax
aw
ax

c
yx

C
yy

e
yz

au
8y
av
ay
aw
ay

E
•zx

C
zy

e
zz

au
az
av
az

_ aw
az(3)

The (dimensionless) strain e is defined by:

_ _ 3 u _ _ a v _ _ 3w
xx xx OX yy yy dy zz zz o 2

e = e = c + E - Ji + | i
xy yx yx xy 8y 8X

e = e = E + e = g + %
yz. zy zy yz 3Z 3y

(4) e = e = E + E = | H + aw
zx xz zx xz 3z 3X

The displacements (u,v,w) are expected to vary at each position

(x,y,z) in the orthonormal coordinate system. A small pulse of

sound enclosed entirely within the region and travelling

exclusively in the x direction still causes a displacement v in

the y or a displacement w in the z directions somewhere in the



region. At the outskirts of the region, the medium is quiot fj-.-i

the x displacement u=0 because the pulse is smaller than tb.p.

region. Within the pulse, the displacement u*0 and so, sorpewhc-re

between these two extremes, the medium must be twisting,

resulting in v*0 or w*0. Therefore, we expect spatial rates

change of one displacement to couple with those in other

directions.

Finally, implicit in this discussion is the requirement that ~:

displacement of one atom affects nearby atoms through some sort

of restoring force. This is precisely what a solid does, the

restoring force being the agent that locks the atoms into a riqi

'often crystalline) structure and makes it a solid rather th:r.

liquid or gaseous. If an aggregate of atoms is displaced relativ

to neighbouring atoms, the restoring force pulls them back to

reduce the displacement, causing a time-dependent oscillatory

'L'AB stress is defined as the force acting on a unit area in the

si-lid. In Cartesian coordinates, there are nine components of th>?

;tress: a ,a , <x ,a ,a ,cr ,u ,a ,cr , where cr means the
xx xy xz yx yy yz zx zy zz xy

:o.: •» applied in the x direction tc a unit area of a plane wnci :.

r.oriral lies in the y direction. Requiring that the total torque

' • L.cre for a body in static equilibrium makes c =cr , u -or ,
J ^ yz zy r>.

<r:3 simplest, realistic model for the restoring force, namely ^

i-u"ce proportional to the relative displacements, is Hooke's law.

•:vt;ressed in strain-stress terminology, Hooke's law states that.

f t strain is directly proportional to the stress in an elastic

-=:.-jLid- The strain components are linearly related to the stre?s

•laoonents and vice versa. Hence



F = c e with summation j=l,..,6

and F ={CT ,cr ,cr ,a ,a ,a )
1 xx yy zz yz zx xy

(5) and e={e ,e ,e ,e ,e ,e }.
x ' J xx yy zz yz zx xy

Recalling that only an isotropic, uniform solid is under

consideration, then the constants c depend on only two values,

called A and u, the Lame constants. This staggering reduction in

the number of independent constants results from symmetry

arguments. Specifically, the coefficients are

C12 * C ! 3 " C21 = C23 = C31 = C
3 2 = A

(6) c n = c22 = c33 = A. + 2 n, the r e s t = 0.

The equations of motion follow from Newton's second law. The net

force in the x direction across a small volume with sides ox, 5y,

5z is the difference in forces across the two opposing faces:

|̂ xx 5x)5y5z - cr̂ Syfiz + (o^ + |̂ xy 3y)5x5z -

(7) a 6x5z + (a- + |^xz 5z)5xSy - a Sx5y
xy xz dZ ' J xz 1

The acceleration is p SxSySz ^ 2 , where p is the density.

Equating gives:

_2 dcr da da
Oil xx, xy, xz , . . , ,

—2 = m + a^ + Ji a n d similarly

a2 8a da da

g.2 8a da da
(8) o — = —zx+ —zy+ —zz

1 1 p
 a t 2 ax + ay + dz •



Substituting yields the elastic wave equations for the vc-^cr

displacement D = (u,v,w). A considerable amount of mathematical

manipulation is needed, but no new ideas are needed, in compact

vector form, the elastic wave equations are:

(9) p ̂ -5 = (A+/J) V VD + u V2D
at2

':'hs elastic wave equations are linear equations. Consequent"!.y,

may solve these equations for any choice of initial source

strength and scale the resulting solution as needed. Also, if two

solutions are known, a third solution can be created by adding

the original pair of solutions, thereby suggesting a strategy cf

decomposing problems into simpler parts.

These equations can be rewritten in terms of two new constants

no) c2 = ii / p and c2 = (X + 2 u) / P
s p

,-hich will be convenient later.

— = ( c 2 - c 2 ) V V-D + c2 VZD
at2 p s

•• SHEAR AND COMPRESSION WAVES

D_t to the vector identity Vx?0 = 0, the vector displacement D

can bo writ ten as D = C + S, where V-S = 0 and VxC = 0. This i s

known as the Helmholtz resolution. Taking the divergence of the

vector elastic wave equation leads to

(12 ) ^ = c 2 V2C
at2



which is a simple vector wave travelling at speed cp. Taking the

curl of the vector elastic wave equation leads to

(13) «!§ = c2 *2s
at2 8

which i s another -^^ lor wave travelling at speed c . The wave

travelling at speed c i s a compression wave, with oscillations
p

of the medium consisting of compressions and rarefactions in the

same direction as the direction of wave propagation. The wave

travelling at speed c is a shear wave, with oscillations of the

medium transverse to the direction of wave propagation. The fact

that the vector elastic wcve equation can be split into these two

independent modes of compressional and shear motion means that,

once established, a purely compressional wave will propagate

unaltered in an isotropic, uniform medium until it strikes a

boundary. The wave speeds obey c a c . Both wave types propagate

without dispersion; that is, the velocity of propagation does not

depend on frequency and, therefore, a wave packet stays together.

Another decomposition is available when the displacements of the

wave are independent of one coordinate; for example, z. This

idealized situation is often used to approximate ultrasonic

inspections, where the change in displacement is gradual in the

direction across the beam but significant along the beam. To

effect this decomposition, the components are set to u=u(x,y),

v=v(x,y), w=w(x,y). The elastic wave equations then decouple

into:

u = c2 u + c2 u + (c2 - c2) v
tt p xx s yy p s xy



(14) V = C2 V + C2 V + (C2 - C2) U
tt s xx P W P s ' xy

and

(15) w = c2 ( w + w )
tt s xx yy

where u means partial derivative of u with respect to x, etc.

The displacements w along the z direction are thus independent of

the displacements u and v parallel to the x-y plane. Two-

dimensional elastic wave equations can be legitimately used with

the only approximation coming from how gradually the wave fields

and the geometry change in the neglected direction. The equations

themselves are not approximations of the three-dimensional

elastic wave equations.

4. BOUNDARIES AND ELASTIC SURFACE WAVES

As this is a report and not a book on the topic of elastic wave

properties, we must now compress the derivations and provide

final results only, expecting the interested reader to supply the

missing details on his or her own, or by consulting the

references. A clear derivation of the elastic wave equations is

provided in reference 1. Other derivations and discussions appear

in references 2,3,4,5.

As we have seen, compression and shear waves can propagate

separately when generated in a solid material that is homogeneous

and unbounded. When a compression wave encounters a free surface

or an interface between two media, reflected and refracted waves

of both types—shear and compression—are produced. The same

holds true for a shear wave hitting a boundary. Analysis of the

reflection and refraction properties of incoming plane waves at

an interface between two media are carried out in references



2,3,4. Solutions of the elastic wave equations are matched at the

interface, ensuring the continuity of the normal and tangential

stresses and displacements. After all the mathematical smoke

clears, the result resembles the more familiar Snell's law of

optics:

sin( 0 ) sin( G ) sin( (p ) sin( 0 ) sin( <p )
(16)

c c c C C
p p s p s

for incoming compression plane wave at angle 9 from the normal

and

sin( * ) sin( G ) sin( 4> ) sin( tf ) sin( <p )
(17) = - -

c c c C C
s p s p s

for incoming shear plane wave at angle * from the normal. The

reflected compression wave has angle 0 and speed c , whereas the

reflected shear wave has angle <p from the normal and speed c in

the incoming medium. The refracted compression wave has angle tf

and speed C , whereas the refracted shear wave has angle <p from
p

the normal and speed C in the outgoing medium. Notice that the

angle of reflection is equal to the angle of incidence.

Formulas for the reflected and transmitted amplitudes are

available, but complicated. One special case occurs when the

velocity of propagation for the reflected or refracted wave is

greater than that of the incident wave. Beyond some critical

angle of incidence, total internal reflection of the incident

wave takes place.

Another special case occurs when the outgoing medium is a vacuum.

The free boundary is then a stress-free surface. An incident
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compression wave will always create a reflected shear wave in the

same plane. The compression wave is reflected at the angle of

incidence. The only time that this is not so is at normal

incidence, where no shear wave is created but the reflected

compression wave is normal to the boundary and completely out cf

phase with the incident wave. Of course, the sum of the energies

of the two reflected waves is equal to the energy of the incident

compression wave.

The behaviour of a plane shear wave incident on a free boundary

depends on whether the oscillations are in the plane of

propagation or normal to the plane of propagation. Those normal

to this plane will be reflected with equal amplitude and opposite-

phase, generating no compression wave. This we see immediately

from the previous splitting of the elastic wave equations into

one equation involving displacement w only. A plane shear wave in

the plane of propagation is reflected at the angle of incidence,

creating a plane compression wave except at normal incidence.

Since the elastic wave equations are linear and the shear and

compression waves travel without dispersion, we may form wave

packets and still make the above conclusions.

Fli.ristic surface waves can also be created at an interface. As

.-ord Rayleigh made the seminal investigations of these surface

waves, they are also known as Rayleigh waves. Of course, they may

be extracted as solutions of the elastic wave equations. Confined

to regions exponentially close to the interface, the surface

waves propagate with a velocity c £ c without dispersion and
R s

travel without change in form. Surface waves of high frequency

c re attenuated more rapidly with depth than those of low

frequency. The path of any particle in the medium experiencing a

plane surface wave is an ellipse with major axis normal to the
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surface. The speed cR is given as one root of a polynomial whose

coefficients depend on the wave speeds c and cgl hence only on

elastic constants of the medium.

5. THE FIRST-ORDER FORMULATION

The EWE computer model for ultrasonic inspection assumes that the

displacements are independent of the z coordinate. Hence the

problem splits into two uncoupled parts, the more interesting of

which is

u = c2 u + c2 u + (c2 - c2) v
t t p x x s y y p s ' x y

( 1 8 ) V = C2 V + C 2 V + (C2 - C2) U
t t a x x p y y p s ' x y

It may therefore come as a surprise that these are not the

equations solved by the EWE model. Instead, an entirely

equivalent set of equations involving only first derivatives is

formulated and solved. This fact gives EWE its unique

characteristic among models for ultrasonic propagation, causing

certain advantages and problems quite different from those

experienced by models using second derivatives. Only in some

areas of the geophysics of earthquakes are the first-order

formulations also used.

By returning to the stresses

(ffxx'ffx,'ffxz'ffyx'%'(ryz'ozx'ozy'<lzz) a n d b y f o c u s s i n 9 attention

on the velocities ( — , — , — ) rather than the displacements
at at at

( u, v, w ), five equations involving only first derivatives are

equivalent to the above pair of second-order elastic wave

equations:
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a A da da
(19) p ^ = _ « + -'

at ax ay

(20) P ^-v = —•"+ - "
at ax ay

(21) !!» = ( X + 2M ) *-U + A *-
at ax ay

(22)
ax

3ff

at

! !** =
at

x + 2n )
ay

a_u
ay

(23) — x y = n ^-" + u ^-V with 5» = u, etc.
ax at

The first pair of equations are Newton's second law. The final

three equations are the time derivative of Hooke's law. We also

recall that <y =cr and, for a uniform and homogeneous medium,
xy yx

the simple values for the constants c in the stress-strain

relation (i.e., Hooke's law). These five equations contain

precisely the same information as the two second-order elastic

wave equations, the time derivative of which may be recovered by

combining the five equations above. The equations are still

linear, meaning no powers of the five dependent variables or

their derivatives appear.

A very compact and useful notation results if we define a vector

w=(u,v,<r ,<r , < r ) o f velocity-stress components and two
xx yy xy

5x5 matrices A and B. Then,

aw aw aw
( 2 4 ) = A + B .

at ax ay
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The matrices are

0
0
X+2|i
X
0

0
0
0
0
U

0
0
0
0
u

0
0
X

X+2(
0

1 / P
0
0
0
0

0
0
0

I 0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
1/P

0
0
0

0
1 / P

0
0
0

1 / P
0
0
0
0

(25)

Notice that both A and B are singular matrices. Having singular

matrices limits the choice of solution techniques to those that

do not try to invert one of the matrices (e.g., A), while

approximating solutions related to the other. It is possible to

convert the second-order pair of elastic wave equations into four

first-order equations, resulting in invertible matrices, but this

is rarely done. The reason seems to be the difficulty of

expressing the boundary conditions in a natural way.

Systems of first-order partial differential equations are of

considerable interest in numerical analysis, both from a

theoretical and practical viewpoint. Before we provide a scheme

for numerical solution, we will discuss some underlying ideas and

terminology. Often these systems are "hyperbolic", a term we will

elucidate in the upcoming discussion.

Partial differential equations can be notoriously difficult to

solve. One method of solving analytically first-order equations

of the hyperbolic type is the method of characteristics. Consider

the simplest possible situation, a single dependent variable f(x)

linearly determined by the partial derivatives with respect to

the set of independent variables x=(x ,x ,...,x ):
1 2 H
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(26) 2, a,(x) %Z " b(x) f(«) + c ( x ) -
1 = 1 l

At each point x where the vector a=(a (x) #az(x) ,... ,a (x)) is

given, the left-hand side of this equation is essentially a

directional derivative of f(x) in the direction of a. We may

parameterize the path along the directimal derivative at each

point x by the parameter s. Then

M N

(27) df = y at dxt = y a (J|) at = b f + c
ds Lr axt ds L x i axt

Along the curve y:(x (s),x (s),...,x (s)) as s varies the
1 2 N

"complicated" partial differential equation reduces to a "simple"

ordinary differential equation of first order. Often this

ordinary differential equation can be solved analytically;

usually it can be solved numerically. The curve 7 parameterized

by s is called the characteristic curve passing through the

initial condition (x (0),x (0),...,x (0)). The entire procedure
1 2 N

is known as the method of characteristics.

When a system of five equations is under consideration rather

than one equation, a single direction may not exist that

corresponds simultaneously to the directional derivatives of all

five dependent functions. When the five equations are linear in

the dependent functions and involve only tro independent

variables, it may be possible to combine the five equations

linearly to arrive at a new set of five equations that do have

directional derivatives in the same direction for all five

equations. If so, characteristic curves defined by these

directional derivatives will again simplify the problem. However,

such a favourable result is by no means certain. When three

independent variables are involved (as we have here), it is too
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much to expect that linear combinations of five equations exist

that give the same directional derivatives for each of five

functions. The directions produced need only lie on a two-

dimensional surface, usually a different surface for each linear

combination. The power of the method of characteristics is

greatly reduced in this case.

This is not an idle discussion, however. If we restrict attention

to waves that are either independent of y or independent of x,

the resulting characteristic curves for the remaining two

independent variables exist and provide a handy way of

implementing a simplified form of absorbing boundary conditions

on a region of interest.

Specifically, when independent of y, we seek numbers a,0 and

k ^ k ^ k ^ k ^ ^ with the properties:

K — " ( X + 2M ) —

(28) k f-'-tf °LV ] = 0

L at ax J

such that, for w=( u, v, o^, ayy, a ) = ( Wjf W.,, W3, W4,
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the equations simplify:

^ aw dw
(29) \ mi (a — + <3 — l ) = o

i =i

for constants m ,m ,m ,m ,m . (mt=k for this linear system)

Notice that we can always choose oc=l because the equations

involve only first derivatives; the functions themselves do not

appear. After some manipulation, the set of five directions (a,/3)

and their corresponding linear combinations (k ,k ,k ,k ,k ) are:

(l,+cp) : ( 1, 0, -l/pcp,0, 0 )

(l,-cp) : ( 1, 0, +l/pcp, 0, 0 )

(l,+cs) : ( 0, 1, o, 0, -l/pcs )

(l,-cs) : ( 0, 1, 0, 0, +l/pcs )

(30) (1,0) : ( 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 ).

The system is said to be hyperbolic if none of the five

directions are collinear. Each linear combination of the

dependent functions remains constant on the characteristic curve

in our case; such functions

dr dx
(31) r = Z k W with ĝ i = 0 on ^ = ci#

where c = { -c , +c , -c , +c , 0 }
1 p p s s

are called the Riemann invariants. The Riemann invariants are:

(32) r = t r , r = u - c r /pc , r = v - cr /pc .
' O yy' *C + xx p +C + xy' r s

- p - s

Also, when independent of x, we again seek numbers a,ft, and
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c [P 2-* - -*:
1 I at ay

d V y
p — —
at ay

= - - x -
ay J

k [ —w- ( A + 2M ) 5L4 I at ay

I at ay
(33) ks f -

xy- v ̂  1 =o5 I J
such that, for W=( ii, ir, v^, a^, <rxy) = ( Wjf W2, W3, W4,

the equations simplify:

aw aw
(34) > m. (a — + ft — ' ) = om (a — ! + p —

1=1 3 t ^

for constants m ,m ,m ,m ,ia . The same five directions appear as
1 2 3 4 5

before. The Riemann invariants are:

(35) r = ( r , r - = v - o - / p c , r „ = u 7 <r / p c .
o x x + c + y y p + C + x / s

- p - s

6. EXTERIOR BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Armed with the above theoretical analysis, the boundary
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conditions are now quite straightforward. A clean model for the

imposition of boundary conditions is one strength of the first-

order formulation of the elastic wave equations. To a certain

extent, it is the reward for the effort expended solving five

equations instead of two second-order equations.

For reflection from a stress-free surface parallel to the x-axis,

merely set cr = 0 = a . For reflection parallel to the y-axis,
yy xy r J

set cr = 0 = o- . As for absorbing boundary conditions parallel

to the x-axis, the basic idea is to assume that the wave is

approximately independent of x. Only the outgoing Riemann

invariants are unspecified. The incoming Riemann invariants are

set to zero. The functions of interest are pc v = cr , pc u =
p yy s

cr on the bottom and, on the top, pc v = -cr , pc u = -cr •
p yy s xy

Similarly, for absorbing boundary conditions parallel to the y-

axis, the functions of interest are pc u = cr , pc v = <r at the
' r p xx' r s xy

left and pc u = -cr , pc v = -ar at the right. Further
p xx s xy

manipulations of these relationships will be required when the

numerical scheme is described. A good general reference on wave

equations is [6].
7. NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE ELASTIC WAVE EQUATIONS

In EWE the elastic wave equations are solved using an explicit

fourth-order time, fourth-order space finite difference scheme.

This has several implications.

First, an explicit method predicts the wave fields at each

position in space at a given time by using the wave fields

determined in the past. As with all explicit methods, the issue

of the stability of this prediction is fundamental. Some explicit

methods are inherently unstable, causing the solution to blow up
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as the simulation proceeds. Other explicit methods place severe

restrictions on the spatial and temporal step sizes in finite

differences. Violation of these restrictions causes the solution

to blow up. Whether the solution accurately represents the

correct solution to the wave field (found from exactly solving

the continuous differential equations) is a completely different

question from the stability of the solution. One subdivides the

step size to improve the accuracy of the solution, but one must

maintain the relationship between the time step size and the

space step size to ensure stability.

If the correct solution at a point in time and space is replaced

by a Taylor series about this point in time and space, then the

agreement in powers of Ax and At determine the order of the

differencing scheme. A higher-order differencing scheme gains an

improvement in accuracy, and possibly an improvement in

stability, for a fixed mesh size at the cost of more arithmetic

operations per point calculated and more complexity of algorithm

and storage. Numerical experiments by Duncan showed that second-

order differencing schemes did not possess adequate stability

properties. A fourth-order scheme in both time and space was

found adequate.

Beginning with the elastic wave equations in vector form

a w aw aw
(36) = A + B ,

a t ax ay

consider an expansion of W(t,x,y) in powers of At and Ax = Ay.

(The EWE code assumes a square spatial mesh, although this could

be easily changed.) We abbreviate W(tn,x ,yfc) as w"k. Also define

the operator DW°k = w"+i R - w"^ k and similarly for Dy. Then,

with r = At/Ax,
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(A D + B D ) 3 W" /24 + r(A D + B D ) Wn

x y' Jk' * x y' J

(37) - r(A D3+ B D3) W" /24
X y JIC

is fourth-order accurate in time and space. This can be shown

(see Appendix 1) by expanding W(t ,x ,y ) in Taylor series about

the various points in x and y and substituting into the component

form of the above equation. We caution that A and B are non-

commuting matrices and, therefore, the equation must be evaluated

in precisely the order written above. The original programming of

the EWE code applied this difference scheme in stages. However,

it becomes very hard to vectorize the code, so the above

difference scheme has been expanded by using the computer algebra

program REDUCE [7]. This results in the possibility of

vectorizing the code, at least for simple geometries.

By examining either the matrices A and B or the difference scheme

produced by REDUCE, the incremental changes in velocities u and v

depend on the spatial differences of the stresses a , a , and
xx yy

a only. Similarly, the incremental changes in the stresses

depend only on the spatial differences of the velocities.

Furthermore, the computational molecule (i.e., the pattern of the

difference scheme in space) shown in Figure 1 relates spatial

differences of indexes (j,k) with j+k an odd integer to the mesh

point of interest having only j+k an even integer, and vice

versa. Two interpenetrating meshes result, requiring the storage

of only half the stress points for a velocity calculation and

half the velocity points for a stress calculation. Finally, there

is no need to calculate both stresses and velocities at the same

time level to advance the solution. The calculation proceeds as a

leapfrog in both time and space, saving storage space by a factor
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of four over a simplistic implementation. Combined with the

fourth-order accuracy, the scheme is known as a 4-4 leapfrog

method.

When will stability be assured? To determine precise restrictions

on the relative sizes of At and Ax (=Ay) in the presence of

boundaries and non-uniform materials is an unsolved problem in

numerical analysis. A less ambitious approach is taken. The

region is assumed uniform and infinite. Then, using a procedure

first applied by von Neumann, the difference scheme is analyzed

by Fourier modes and worst-case scenarios are considered to

restrict the ratio At/Ax. The formula restricting this ratio is

called the Courant condition (or CFL number). It is related, but

not equivalent, to a comparison between the speed of propagation

in the differential equations and the equivalent speed of

information propagation in the difference equations. Essentially,

a plane wave input at various frequencies gives, after one time

step, a plane wave at the same frequency times a "growth factor".

Stability results by choosing the ratio At/Ax to ensure that the

growth factor does not exceed one for the highest frequency that

the spatial mesh will support. (Frequencies seemingly higher than

this frequency are aliased downwards.) With a system of

equations, it is the eigenvalues of matrices A and B that count.

Matrices A and B conveniently have the same eigenvalues. After

considerable manipulation (see Appendix 2), we get the simple

result that

(38) cp fjj s l / V2.

for a rectangular region where c is the largest compressional

speed in any uniform region. With skewed or curved regions, the

Courant condition for stability may need tightening. We have

learned this essentially empirically.
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The growth factor may not be precisely one for all frequency

modes. In this case, the difference equations are said to exhibit

amplitude error or dissipative error. Furthermore, zeros of

oscillatory waves propagated by the differential equations do not

necessarily occur at the exact location as the zero;; of the

difference equations. This circumstance is known as the phase

error or dispersive error, a term indicating that the speed of

each harmonic component of a wave packet is not necessarily the

group velocity of the wave packet. In summary, for systems of

differential equations, the growth factor is a matrix and

determines how waves in the discrete model disperse, how they are

damped, and even which direction they travel.

Near exterior boundaries the fourth-order differencing scheme

does not have enough mesh points available for implementation.

Consequently, the difference scheme is reduced near these

boundaries to a second-order spatial form. Accuracy is reduced

somewhat, although for realistic simulations there are far more

interior mesh points than boundary mesh points. The second-order

difference formula has the same Courant condition; hence,

stability is expected to be unaffected by the model near the

boundaries.

As mentioned previously, to implement reflection boundary

conditions requires only setting the normal and tangential

components of the stress equal to zero. On the top of a

rectangular region this fixes cr = 0 = cr . We also require an
yy xy

approximation to the stress component cr and to the pair of

velocity components. These requirements are complicated by the

fact that the meshes are interpenetrating and that velocities are

determined at times different from stresses. The differential

equations help establish these relationships. From
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aoxx a u a v
(39) — = ( X + 2 u ) — + X —

at ax ay

da a jy a A
(40) —^ = ( X + 2u ) —v + X — u = 0 as o- = 0,

at ay ax **

combining yields

(41) — 2-4

at (x+2ji) ax

which involves the spatial derivative along the boundary only. A

finite difference version of this equation is used. For the

velocities

.da da
(42) p ̂ -u ™ + — x y

at ax ay

da da
(43) p ̂ -v xy + — n

at ax ay
da

with —xy =0 along the top boundary,
dx

We have values for the stresses along the boundary and therefore

can deal with the x derivative. The y derivatives need more

careful handling. If we difference the stresses in the y

direction, all looks fine, except that we have values for the

stresses at even mesh points when we need them at odd mesh points

for the velocities. However, we Know that the stress values are

zero on these needed points too, and we may formulate the

difference scheme to incorporate this fact.

The bottom boundary is essentially the same, except that the
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first row plays the role in the difference equations that the

last row does for the top boundary. The indexing changes

slightly.

Reflection along the left- and right-side boundaries can be

derived by analogy from the elastic wave equations with

a =O=cr . Then
xx xy

(44)
at (A+2H) ay

f. . da da

(45) p ±+ = -** + -J
at ax ay

. da da
(46) p I-4

 s _ ° + _ "
at ax ay

aa
with —** = 0 along a side boundary,

ay

The differencing scheme then proceeds as before.

The stage is already set for the absorbing boundary conditions.

The approximation assumes that the waves approach the absorbing

boundary normal to the surface. Then, setting the incoming

Riemann invariants to zero, we may fashion a differencing scheme.

Notice that each Riemann invariant satisfies a scalar first-order

wave equation in two variables. For example,

r = v - a /pc satisfies the equation — + c — = 0.
+cs x / s at B ax

This equation has the solution f=f(x-ct), where f is any

differentiable function of one variable. Numerically, we need

five equations to specify all the information at the boundary.

The Riemann invariants provide two. The stress component that is

itself a Riemann invariant gives a third. The other two
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relationships require approximations similar to the reflective

boundaries; for example, absorbing boundary conditions along the

y axis with waves entering the region y<0 and never returning has

incoming Riemann invariants pc u = cr , pc v = <r . Combining the
p xx s xy

third elastic wave equation with the fourth yields

. (c2-2c2) . 4pc2(c2-c2)

(47) ^yy - ^xx + Vy.

c c

c c
p p

Considerable further manipulations eventually provide enough

relationships.

If the top boundary is reflecting and the left-side boundary is

absorbing, the intersection of the two boundaries at the top left

requires that different conditions must be imposed simultaneously

at this point. The same is true for corners of two reflecting

boundaries and corners of two absorbing boundaries. In all

situations the imposition of the boundary conditions at a corner

is facilitated by forcing the mesh point at the corner to be a

velocity mesh point. The EWE code insists on this, which is

equivalent to saying that there is an odd number of rows in the

region. For a corner with two reflecting boundaries, the

conditions are that all three stresses are set to zero. For a

corner with two absorbing boundaries, the condition is no return

Riemann invariant along the 45° line bisecting the two

boundaries. For a corner with one absorbing boundary and one

reflecting boundary, the condition is an amalgam of the two

formulas at the corner and along the respective edges. Along the

reflective boundary, the two stress components are set to zero.

Along the absorbing boundary, the Riemann invariants fix the

stress values. At the corner point, the absorbing boundary

condition is applied. The resulting differencing formulas become
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quite complicated.

8. CRACKS AND SLOTS

Defects such as cracks and slots can be modelled without further

approximation by treating, for example, a slot as a sequence of

corners of reflecting boundaries. All corners of a slot are

chosen to be at velocity mesh points. Vertical and diagonal

cracks of zero thickness also use the formalism of the reflective

exterior boundary, except that extra storage is used to make the

wave fields double-valued at the mesh points corresponding to a

crack. One set of storage values corresponds to the wave field at

the crack connected to the "front" of the crack and the other set

to the "back" of the crack. In principle, a horizontal crack can

also be modelled with this approach, although the actual

implementation requires substantial restructuring of the computer

program. Mo coupling across a crack is programmed into the EWE

code. The ends of a crack are chosen to be the meshes where

stress values are stored, allowing crack tips to be well modelled

by the stress-free conditions on the crack surface and tip. Close

to the tip, the difference scheme is modified.

Although cracks, corners, and slots are relatively easy to treat

theoretically, the mechanics of implementing these defects in a

computer code is quite involved and messy.

9. INTERIOR BOUNDARIES

The elastic wave equations previously discussed have assumed

regions with uniform material properties and wave speeds. To

model two or more homogeneous regions requires some model of the

interface. When plane waves of one frequency are incident on a

plane interface between two homogeneous regions, analytical

solutions for reflection, transmission, and mode conversion can
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be written by continuity of normal and tangential components of

stresses and displacements. When a finite difference mesh is

placed over the regions, the objective changes slightly to

determining an adequate method of representing interior

boundaries by altering the coefficients of the difference scheme.

In a stratified medium the elastic properties depend on only one

coordinate. In this simplified situation the stress-strain

relations and the elastic wave equations can be reduced by

transform techniques to a set of first-order ordinary

differential equations in the direction of changing elastic

properties (see Appendix 3). By comparing the matrices that

describe transmission and reflection for two adjacent homogeneous

materials a and b of thicknesses h and h , fictitious parameters
a b

for an equivalent material can be chosen with the same

transmission and reflection characteristics. Specifically,

1/2 1/2 1/2
(h +h ) ( k 2 / u - 1 / c2 ) =h ( k2/u>2-l/ c2 ) +h ( k 2 /w 2- l /c 2 )

a b p a p b p
a b

(48)

1/2 1/2 1/2

(h +h ) ( k 2 /u 2 - l / c2 ) =h ( k2 /w2-l/ c2 ) +h ( k 2 /u 2 - l / c 2 )
a D s a s b s

a b

(49)

where the frequency is w, the wavenumber is k, and the new

fictitious wave speeds are c and c . Expanding to leading order

in the wave speeds yields a simpler expression, independent of

frequency and wave number:

(50) (h +h )/ c2 = h / c2 + h / c2
a b " p a' p b' p

a b

(51) (h +h )/ c2 = h / c2 + h / c2 .
a b s a s b s

a b
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This is the harmonic average of the square of wave speeds. For

waves with w/k « c , the harmonic average formula is adequate

and requires few arithmetic operations. This is an important

consideration when c and c are reconstructed frequently during

the calculation in an effort to reduce storage requirements.

10. INPUTTING A WAVE

Before an elastic wave can propagate within a region, it must be

created by a disturbance of the medium. This disturbance,

sometimes called a traction, is provided by a piezoelectric

transducer which, as the name implies, converts an electrical

signal into an oscillating pressure at the transducer face. The

elastic wave equations are modified to incorporate an

inhomogeneous source term for the input wave. As the elastic wave

equations are linear, only a model for a point source is needed.

Extended sources are found by linear superposition. In keeping

with the assumptions in the model that separate the z-directional

displacements w from the planar displacements u and v, the

transducer is taken as a surface that is uniform and infinite in

the z direction. This is known as an infinite strip transducer.

In the u-v plane it is a curve. The model for the input

transducer allows either a line segment (a flat transducer) or a

parabola (a focussed transducer), both at an arbitrary angle

relative to the y axis.

The piezoelectric crystal is not modelled. The model represents

an approximation of the wave as it would appear across the center

of the transducer block. The incoming Riemann invariants are

again used to specify suitable values for the incoming velocities

on the lower boundary of the region according to a time history

that mimics that of the real transducer. The transducer output is

not usually a plane wave and is truncated in the direction
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tangential to the transducer face. This approximation for the

finite size of the transducer introduces a minor problem to the

model—the pulse of sound at the transducer does not strictly

satisfy the elastic wave equations, although during propagation

it does. Also, a pulse of finite duration contains a range of

frequencies, although the elastic wave equations handle this

circumstance easily as the elastic constants are independent of

frequency. The fictitious constants mocking up an internal

interface depend on frequency in the more careful analysis. The

first-order expansion of the fictitious constants are independent

of frequency. These simpler constants are used in the EWE

simulations. For these reasons, more research on the input

transducer model may be needed, although improvements may add a

considerable computational overhead.

The numerical implementation of the transducer model uses finite

differences for the incoming Riemann invariants, as previously

discussed in the context of absorbing boundary conditions.

11. LISTENING FOR THE ECHO

As elastic waves return from cracks, defects, or region

boundaries, some model of a listening transducer is required.

Sometimes the transducer that produced the sound waits quietly

for an echo. This mode of operation is known as pulse-echo.

Sometimes a transducer other than the producer records the echo.

This mode is known as send-receive (or pitch-catch). If the

simulations were quick and cheap, one could simply embed an

infinite strip transducer in the region and specify the curve

corresponding to it, collecting the signal as the waves passed

the points on this curve. Unfortunately, the simulations are not

cheap and, furthermore, optimal positioning of a receive

transducer may be the object of study, not known during the

simulation. To accommodate this circumstance, the shear and
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compressional components of the velocity wave fields are

collected at each time step along a horizontal line known as the

collection line near the bottom of the calculational region.

After the initial pulse of the send transducer, all waves that

return to the receive transducer will be directed out of the

bottom of the region. The model for the receive transducer is

restricted to listening transducers on the same surface as the

sending transducers.

A separate computer program is later run to predict the echo

heard by a transducer placed anywhere below the collection line.

The transducer can be flat or parabolic, tilted at any angle to

the collection line, and be of any size. The model of the receive

transducer requires that the exterior surface of the lower edge

in the main code be an absorbing boundary. Exploiting the

linearity of the problem, a Green's function method is used to

transport the collection line source of elastic waves to the

surface of the transducer. The collection line is first extended

infinitely in both directions. Each source point on the

collection line uses an analytical model for the Green's function

for a uniform line source in a uniform half-space to give t,he

response at a specified location on the transducer surface. As

before, the shear and compressional components decouple in a

uniform medium. Therefore, the simpler acoustic wave equations

are solved by the Green's function method. Adding the responses

from the collection line sources over discrete subdivisions of

the transducer surface gives a final prediction of the so-called

"A-scan" response as a function of time. The repeated summations

are performed by a specially-written convolution routine using

fast Fourier transforms.

Analytical solutions for the Green's function of line sources and

subsequent addition over all source and response points lead to

truly intimidating analytical expressions, from which we spare
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the reader. A general outline is as follows: By Fourier

transforming in time, the acoustic wave equation in three

dimensions becomes the Helmholtz equation,

= 0.

The Green's function satisfies

72G(x,y,2;xo,yo,zo)+k
2G(x,y,z;xo,yo,zo)=-5(x-xo)5(y-yo)S(z-zo)

with source point (x,y,z) and observation point (xo,yo,zo). The

solution of this equation is

G(x,y, z;xo,yo,zo) = exp( iks ) / ( 4ns )

where s = •( (x-xo)
2+(y-yo)

2+(z-zo)
2 ).

Apply Green's identity to # and G. After much manipulation, as

detailed in reference 8, and after Fourier transforming back into

the time domain, Kirchoff's formula is derived for the effect of

a source point at an observation point. Using the z-independence

of the EWE model allows the transducer center to be set at z = 0,

thus simplifying the formula slightly. The Kirchoff formula gives

the effect of the source at the observation point in terms of the

time delay caused by the finite propagation speed. Adding the

contributions over time of each line source induces a

convolution. Adding all line sources gives the total response at

a point on the receive transducer. Finally, adding along the

transducer gives the complete signal measured.

12. GRAPHICAL VISUALIZATION AND COMPUTER ISSUES

Each simulation of a realistic problem runs for tens of thousands
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of seconds on our Cyber 990E mainframe and generates considerable

data. Understanding of this data can only be accomplished by

graphical visualization.

The region of interest is first set up using an input processor

that provides a way of creating general geometric shapes within

the region and displaying the region geometries visually (see

Figure 2). This feature of the model allows easy mock-up of weld

beads, curved tubes, or inclusions. Then the input processor

overlays the calculational mesh consistent with the requested

accuracy while choosing the correct time step to maintain

stability. Details of the input transducer are also selected. An

input file is created to convey this information to the

simulation code.

The main simulation code calculates the evolution of the elastic

waves, including generation of the incoming waves by the input

transducer. The wave fields are stored at several intermediate

times to serve later as input to graphical wave displays. Storing

the wave fields at every small time step is preferred, as it

would permit animated simulation, although too much data is

needed for this enhancement. The main simulation code finishes at

the requested simulation time by writing the existing wave fields

to a restart file, which allows future continuation of the

simulation. During the simulation, the data at the collection

line are stored in files for use in the transducer echo model.

To examine the wave fields, graphics programs can next be run

that display contour plots of kinetic energy (see Figure 3) at

the stored intermediate times. Also, displays of contour plots of

compression wave velocity fields (see Figure 4), shear wave

velocity fields (see Figure 5), and vector plots can be shown.

These displays are useful in studying, for example, the process

of mode conversion of elastic wave by interaction with boundaries
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and defects.

The receive transducer model for the echo can also be run to

produce A-scans in graphical form, looking typically like an

oscilloscope display (see Figure 6). The position, shape, and

angle of the receive transducer can be readily changed. This

flexibility allows the determination of optimum transducer

parameters to detect a given defect.

The entire simulation process can be repeated with the defect

absent or modified to give an intercomparison of A-scans or of

wave fields within the common region.

In some situations, such as the examination of pressure tubes in

nuclear reactors, better models for the input transducer are

necessary. The experimental setup propagates sound first through

water and then into a zirconium pressure tube. The real

transducers used in the experimental inspections are often

characterized in a water tank to determine parameters such as the

focal length. The simulated transducers are also characterized by

these parameters. This is achieved by running a modified version

of the EWE simulation tailored exclusively for one material (such

as water) and generating graphical output for maximum reflected

energy known as a beam profile (see Figure 7, which shows an

enhanced capability for the beam profile in multi-material

regions), which corresponds to the experiment in the water tank.

The size and shape of the simulated input transducer are varied

to cause the beam profile plots to agree with the experimental

results. The resulting transducer parameters are finally used in

the simulation of the pressure tube geometry.

Much effort goes into the purely computer science issues of

running this suite of codes seamlessly and systematically. This

includes the nontrivial problems of data storage and backup, of
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providing traceable documentation among all computer-generated

files and magnetic tapes, and of babysitting a lengthy sequence

of calculations. Also, the commercially-provided graphics

packages such as CA-DISSPLA and NCAR are frequently overwhelmed

by the sheer quantity of data, far beyond what the vendors tested

for or expected. The graphics routines have malfunctioned,

forcing us to acquire, modify, and maintain our own private stock

of these graphics modules. In short, the EWE computer model for

ultrasonic inspections continually taxes the limits of the

computer environment at AECL Research.

Details of the computer implementation will be the topic of a

separate report. Examples of simulations could be made available

from the documentation of certain commercial and CANDU Owners

Group (COG) contracts performed by the Nondestructive Testing

Development Branch.
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APPENDIX 1

This appendix demonstrates that the difference formula is fourth-

order accurate in both time and space. The differential equation

is

a v a w d w
= A + B .

at ax ay

We abbreviate W(t ,x ,y ) as w" . Also define the operator
n j K JK

DXw = *"! 1 t ~ K , u a n d similarly for D . Then, with
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r = At/Ax,

W"+1 = W""1 + r3(A D + B D ) 3 W° /24 + r(A D + B D ) Wn
Jk Jk x y' Jk' x y' Jk

- r(A D3+ B D3) W" /24
x y' Jk'

is the proposed difference formula in time and space. Expand
w(t »x ,y ) in Taylor series about the various points in x and y

and substitute into the component form of the above equation.

Note that A and B are non-commuting matrices and, therefore, the

equation must be evaluated in precisely the order written above.

Expanding in the time variable gives:

jj 2 A t w + 2 ( A t > +

JK JK t ~"~~""̂ ~̂̂~~~ ttt

3!

Also (A Dx+ B Dy) W^ = 2AX (A |^ + B |y) W

+ 2 (Ax)3(A §p + B |^3) W + o(Ax
S)

3!

Then Wn+1 - w""1 - r3(A D + B D ) 3 Wn /24
jk jk x y' Jk'

= 2At W + 2 (At)3 W - r3(2Ax)3 (A D + B D ) 3 W/24
t — ^ — _ — ttt x y

3!
+ o(AtS+Ax5) .

= 2At Wfc + o(At
5+Ax5), since l»ttt = (A |^ + B |-) W.

The remaining part of the difference equation is:

r(A D + B D ) Wn - r(A D3+ B D3) w" /24
x y' Jk x x y Jk'

3

= r 2AX (A §j + B |y) W + r 2JAiE).
3(A |^

- r 2(Ax)3(A |j3 + B |-3) W + o(Ax
5)

24
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= r <2Ax) (A §j + B |y) M + O(AX5) .

Thus the difference equation is a fourth-order approximation to

the original differential equation.

APPENDIX 2

This appendix shows that the stability criterion for a single,

infinite, uniform material is:

CP E * 1 ' * •

The basic idea is to Fourier transform the difference scheme and

investigate under what values of r = At/Ax growth of the solution

will not occur. Therefore, we start with the difference scheme:

= * C + r3(A Dx+ B D
y>3 " V 2 4 + r (A V B D

y>
 W j k

- r ( A D^+ B D )̂ ^

Try the solution w" = exp{i (je+k0)} Gn v, where v is an

arbitrary constant vector representing initial conditions,

invertible matrix G is the "growth factor" operating on the

initial conditions, i2=-l, and 6,0 are phase angles, substitute

this trial solution into the difference scheme and cancel common

terms. Then

(G2 - I - 2i F G)v = 0

where matrix F is given as

F = r(sine A + sin# B ) - r3(sin9 A + sin* B )3/6
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+ r(sin3e A + sin3* B )/6

anr1. I is the 5x5 identity matrix. By varying the initial vector v

we arrive at the largest effect of the above operator, called the

norm of the operator. Hence

G2 - I - 2i F G

* IIGII2 + IIin + 2

g2 + 1 + 2 f g where g = |G| and f

By plotting this expression, g s 1 when f s 1. Therefore, we must

investigate under what conditions on r, 9, <p is |F| = 1 to

determine the stability criterion. An adequate approximation to

the norm of a finite-dimensional matrix is its spectral radius

(i.e., the largest eigenvalue).

When the spectral radius of the matrix F is not greater than one,

the difference scheme is stable. This is where a special property

of A and B enters the argument. As A and B have the same

eigenvalues, the eigenvalues of any linear combination of these

matrices (e.g., aA+(3B ) are equal to V(a2+tiz) times the

eigenvalues of A. Although a general result, this can most easily

be shown for our specific A and B by constructing the

characteristic polynomial det( aA+pB - zl ) and the

characteristic polynomial det( A - xl ) and then substituting

z=V(aa+p2)x. Consequently, the spectral radius of F can be found

from the (equal) spectral radii of A and B using the definition

of F in terms of A and B. The spectral radius of A is c , the

compression wave speed.
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Let s = sine, t = sin* and z = r c . The objective is to find the
p

maximum value of

2 •(s2+t2) - z3 (s2+t2)3/2/6 + z •(s*+t6) /6

for (s,t) in the unit square and compare the evaluation of the

above at this value with one to determine a condition on r. By

plotting surfaces, it is easily seen that the maximum occurs at

s=t=l. The equation then becomes:

z3 ^2/3 - z 7\/2/6 - 1 = 0.

This equation has three real roots: z = i/2, 1/V2, -3/^2. the

middle of which leads to the required result:

C * 1 ' *

APPENDIX 3.

This appendix derives an averaging formula for wave speeds for

use in finite difference calculations at planar interfaces in

stratified media. The preliminary part of this derivation is

quite long, but can be found in reference 9. Essentially, the

following steps are taken in this reference:

1. assume the material properties depend only on z in a

stratified medium;

2. convert the formalism of the elastic wave equations to a

cylindrical coordinate system (r,0,z);

3. split the elastic wave equations into two separate sets

of equations, the P-SV set and the SH set. This procedure is

entirely analogous to the arguments leading to Equations

(14) and (15);
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4. generate a suite of coupled ordinary differential

equations by applying a Fourier-Bessel transform over time

and horizontal coordinates:

=^ S° dt exp(iut) S° dr rJ (kr) J™ d# 0 exp(-im^) ;

5. set

6. the P-SV equations now take the form:

dX
di H X, where X = (x ,x ,x ,x ) and

N = Q _ with O = zero matrix,

D=

k(l-2c2/c2)

p (4 ( l - c 2 / c 2 ) c2k2 /u2-l) -k /w( l -2c 2 /c 2 )
s p s s p

V(P<)
k/u

This is where the development in reference 9 stops. The above

matrix equation can be solved by converting D and S into diagonal

matrices in their eigenvector bases and then exponentiating.

Matrix S has eigenvalues A = * v'(p2-l/c2) with p=k/w. Matrix D

has eigenvalues jx = I \/(p2-l/cz) . The eigenvectors are more
p

complicated, but do not appear in the final result. Set X = h X

and JI = h jl where [0,h] is the distance over which the matrix

equation g— = H X is solved. The exponentiation is explicitly

given as:
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[cosh(X)+psinh(X)/X (p/X-l)sinh(X) |
" [-(l+p/X)sinh(X) cosh(X)-psinh(X)/xJ*

The homogenization scheme results from insisting that fictitious

material parameters p, c , c applied over a distance h = ha+hb

give the same response as the real material parameters Pa> c ,

c applied over the real distance h followed by the real
B
a

material parameters p , c , c applied over real distance h .
b pb "b b

Hence

exp(Sh) = exp(S h ) exp(S h ).
t> D a a

After some manipulation, the condition simplifies to

X = X + X .
a b

Specifically,

1/2 1/2 1/2

(h+hb) ( k2/" - 1 / c2
p ) =ha( k 2 /u 2 - l / c2 ) +hb( k 2 /w 2 - l /c 2 )

a b

1/2 1/2 1/2
(h+hj ( k2/u2-l/ c\ ) =ha( k2/u2-l/ c2 ) +hb( k2/o2-l/c2 )

a b

where the frequency is u>, the wavenumber is k, and the new

fictitious wave speeds are c and c .
p s
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Figure 1: The computational molecule for leapfrog schemes. A
spatial pattern of stress points (denoted x or x) is needed to
update the value of each velocity point (denoted • or °) .
Similarly, a spatial pattern of velocity points is needed to
update the value of each stress point at a later time step.
Repeating this process at a still later time step gives a
leapfrog pattern in both time and space.
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INPUT CDMPRESSIDN
BEAM

CIRCULAR
VDID

STYRENE
WEDGES

TRANSDUCERS

Figure 2: Standard test geometry for the Time Of Flight
Diffraction Technique. A 45-degree compression wave is directed
from the transducer on the left-hand side of a steel block
towards a side-drilled hole in the block. Waves scattered from
the hole are measured by the transducer on the right. In
particular, the time of arrival of waves that diffract around the
hole are compared to the time of arrival of waves that reflect
from the bottom of the hole. The difference between these times
indicates the size of the hole. The block is 25 mm thick and much
wider than indicated here. The 6 mm diameter hole is strictly a
two-dimensional object. The transducers are circular, contact, 12
mm in diameter, and 4 MHz in frequency. The plastic (styrene)
wedges between the transducer and the steel block determine the
input angle of the compression waves.
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TIME » 1.50 ENERGY

Figure 3: Energy wave display for the simulation of Figure 2. An
energy wave display is a contour plot of kinetic energy due to
particle velocity. This "snapshot" corresponds to 9 us after the
incident wave generation by the send transducer. The region is
modelled to represent a steel block that is 25 mm thick and very
wide. The top border of the region was modelled to have a
reflecting boundary. The left and right borders model a wide
region by allowing waves to pass through them (absorbing
boundaries). The bottom boundary models the interface between the
steel and styrene. Below this, a thin layer of styrene is
modelled, allowing a compression wave from the input transducer
to refract and mode convert into the steel. For discussion of the
waves themselves, refer to Figures 4 and 5.
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TIME 1.50 COUP

Figure 4: Compression wave plot for the simulation of Figure 2.
The divergence of the particle velocities at each grid point was
calculated. The resulting vector components were then squared,
summed, and displayed at each grid point. A large reflected
compression wave surrounds the left-hand side of the hole. The
incident wave is travelling towards the top border on the right-
hand side of the hole. This incident wave was split into two
parts by the hole. The distance between the centre of two sets of
enclosed contours gives the wavelength, which is longer for
compression waves than for shear waves (Figure 5). The
compression waves are farther from the hole than the shear waves
because of the higher comprcssional wave speed. Surface waves,
which have both a divergence and curl, are visible on the surface
of the hole. A small amount of shear wave is still visible.
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TIME 1.50 SHEAR

Figure 5: Shear wave plot for the simulation of Figure 2. The
curl of the particle velocities at each grid point was
calculated. The resulting vector components were then squared,
summed, and displayed at each grid point. Two symmetrical lobes
circle the hole. These were generated by mode conversion of the
incident compression wave on the surface of the hole. A strong
shear wave on the left-hand side of the hole travels towards the
top reflecting border. This wave was created by mode conversion
of the incident compression wave as it was moved through the
steel/styrene interface on the bottom border. Shear waves can be
seen undergoing mode conversion from compression waves on the top
and bottom borders. The compression waves are not visible in this
plot. The compression and shear wave plots separate the different
wave types in the energy wave plot.
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Figure 6: Numerical A-scan of the simulation for Figure 2. An A-
scan is a display of voltage as a function of time for a receive
transducer. In this case the receive transducer, as indicated in
Figure 2, is symmetrically placed opposite the send transducer on
the other side of the hole. The first large signal in the A-scan
at (normalized) time 2.3 is from the compression wave reflected
from the hole. The last large signal at (normalized) time 4.4 is
from the compression wave that was mode converted to a shear wave
at the top border.
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FOCAL POINT PLOT

Figure 7: Beam profile plot of the simulation for Figure 2. A
beam profile is a contour plot of maximum kinetic energy over all
time for each grid point. A focal point appears approximately
halfway between the transducer and the hole. Regions of high
kinetic energy occur both near the steel/styrene interface and
the hole.
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